FACULTY SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY 2014

Books:

Journal Articles:


   Cobarrubias, S., collective authorship [including 18 authors] piece (2014): “New Keywords: Migration and Borders” entries on “Border Externalization” and “Countermapping”. For Cultural Studies (online version), 2014, DOI:10.1080/09502386.2014.891630.

Book Chapters:


Book Reviews:

Grants:
   Chernotsky, Harry and Houck, Charles (with Department of Public Health Sciences): Culture, the Environment and Health: Building an Understanding of Place through Film,” Chancellor’s Diversity Challenge Grant. Awarded $5000 for 2014-15.

   Dalsheim, Joyce and Mirsad Hadzikadic: Methods and Models for Predicting Sustainable Reconciliation in Post-Conflict Societies, Project MOSAIC Seed Grant, Awarded $15,000 for 2015.

   Cobarrubias, Sebastian: Emergent Border Topographies at the Edge of Europe: The Border Regime After the Arab Spring, Faculty Research Grant, Awarded $6,000 for 2015-16.

   Khoury, Amal: The ISIS Threat: An Alternative Approach, Faculty Research Grant.
Conference Participation:
Chernotsky, Harry I.


Cobarrubias, Sebastian
Opening Address: “Fronteras mas alla de las Metropolis,” Colonia Apocrifa Exhibit at the Museo de Arte Contemporaneo de Castilla y Leon, Leon, Spain, June 2014.


Cox, John M.


Dalsheim, Joyce


Khoury, Amal


Scholarly Service:

Chernotsky, Harry I.

International Studies Association, International Education Section: Executive Committee

Cobarrubias, Sebastian

Manuscript Reviews: Anthropological Quarterly; Antipode; Anuario de la Inmigracion en Espana; Cambridge Journal of Regions, Economy and Society


Cox, John M.

Co-author: Grant application (August 2014) to German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) for 2015 Annual Southeast German Studies Consortium Workshop, Davidson, NC. Funded $3,500.

Book Manuscript Review: Oxford University Press

Editorial Board: Journal of Jewish Identities

Dalsheim, Joyce

On-line Commentaries:
Another Gaza War: What if the Settler Were Right? OUPblog, October 30.


Never Again: For an Education Toward Critical Self-Reflection OpenDemocracy

Associate Editor for Israel: Review of Middle East Studies

Manuscript Reviews: Anthropology of Education Quarterly; Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute; Theory, Culture and Society; Comparative Studies in History and Society

Grant Proposal Review: Israeli Science Foundation

Green, Garth
Journal Manuscript Reviews, Globalizations; Anthropological Quarterly

Khoury, Amal
Journal Manuscript Review: Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations